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STEAM TUG PORTWEY

By Barrie Sanderson

Barrie started by introducing himself. He had worked in the Royal Docks for British India until 1954 when P & O
arrived. He then took a post teaching masters and mates at the School of Navigation at Tower Hill.

The steam tug Portwey was built by Harland & Wolff in Glasgow and launched in 1927. It has twin reciprocating
engines, is 220 tons dead weight and has a cross bunker for coal. It was intended for river work and draws nine feet.
The Captain’s cabin now has a collection of photos showing its history.

It was built for the Portland & Weymouth Coaling Company for moving coal barges round Portland Harbour to
and from ocean going ships. Twin screw is unusual but it can stop in its own length. It can pump 80 tons an hour
so in the past was used to assist in the rescue of listing vessels in the English Channel. Alan Viner a deck boy after
the war and later mate had told stories of going out to ships in howling gales and having problems with the coaling.
On a recent trip two passengers ended up coaling because the volunteer crew were all seasick! There could be
problems with the glass steaming up for the skipper and any pilot aboard.

Originally it would have had a crew of skipper, mate, engineer, stoker, boy and cook.

In 1930 it was used to help build the Lizard.

In 1941 it was sent to Dartmouth as a harbour tug. During the war it worked for the U.S. Navy and was painted
grey. After the Slapton Sands disaster it was kept busy rescuing tank landing craft. That day it eventually ran out
of water.

When a Dartmouth hotel caught fire Portwey went in close and pumped water to put out the fire. Today it is used
for fire hose demonstrations.

In 1953 it left Dartmouth for Falmouth Docks and Harbour Board and moved barges for Esso Oil. Each year it
worked eleven months and one week in Falmouth and then spent two weeks in December dry docked.

In 1967 after 40 years it reached the end of the line. A surveyor in Falmouth knew Richard Dobson in Dartmouth
was interested in Portwey. He bought it for fifteen hundred pounds in a terrible state. He put it on the beach to repair
and restored it with the help of friends. It was very expensive and when he became ill he donated it to the Maritime
Trust, which had previously helped him with the restoration.

In 1982 they sailed Portwey from Dartmouth via Weymouth Dover and Sheerness to London coaling it on the way.

The Portwey was first moored in Dollar Bay. The mast had to be adapted to fold to get under the DLR bridge. Acorn
yard at Chatham did the funnel work. It is slipped every third year at Ramsgate, the only other available yard is at
Lowestoft. Ramsgate has a tricky bar to the harbour and one year with two holes in the tank and bunkers it went
back in the third week in September for repair. The last weekend of the month it was due to leave but the weather
was so bad they had to turn back on the Saturday. On the Sunday with the sand banks coming into view they were
desperate and went full ahead and luckily made it out. The only annual check it gets is a boiler survey.

When loading coal Portwey leans over and in the past had to be turned round after a time. Now coal comes in bags
of 25 kg, which can be loaded and canned across its deck. It needs 12 tons of coal. Keeping the boiler going is a
skilled job as it must not get too hot. The problem is that youngsters are not learning the skill because it is too



expensive to buy coal to steam it often.

They have 72 fire tubes each side. Eight feet long they screw in and someone has to crawl through to the other end
to guide them through. They are hot welded seamless from Germany. Fire bars are cast and are seven feet long. If
they are used regularly they last for ever but if not they get damp. It can get to 50 degrees in the boiler room. Wrong
coal causes black smoke and goes through the air conditioning ducts. Russian coal has hardly any smoke.

They go up to the Tower but this is not far enough. The trip to Chatham is better to get the boiler going and allow
for the crew to have 3 hours on and 3 hours off. One time they ran out of coal just the other side of the Thames
Barrier but had pressure enough to make the lock entrance and then were helped in with a tow. Another time Barrie
remembered a desperate few minutes when he nearly demolished Greenwich Pier!

The Steam Tug Portwey Trust is now a registered charity and has limited company status. Apart from coal they
need to pay insurance £900 per annum, general costs, electricity and maintenance. What have been added to
Portwey are a radio, echo sounder, a toilet (originally just a bucket) and shower, gas and electricity in the galley.

When the Board of Trade changed the regulations the side lights had to change but in the end it was agreed that
they would not be required to change its historic whistle, which Barrie said is so loud if it is sounded in the docks
it can be heard on Tower Bridge!

In 1994 severe corrosion of the plates caused them to come adrift from the plating of the hull. After a year of
negotiation, they got £90,000 from the Heritage Lottery Fund through the good offices of three specialists brought
in by the Fund to advise. That work was done at Denton. The reason for the problem is that ash out of the fire when
it is wetted becomes sulphuric acid. Over the years it has fallen down through holes onto the plates. With a
contribution from the Trust required by the Fund it was agreed that the Trust’s members would undertake work on
board for the Trust and this would be valued. Thus, the input was in work not money.

Last year they wanted a life boat and went back to the Lottery for £10,000. If they want Lottery money for more
restoration the Lottery will want everything to be restored and it would be a waste to do the deck. In any case the
money has gone to the Mary Rose and the Cutty Sark. One member “donated teak and they did work with that
themselves. Now the problem is round the condensers which cannot be got at. Also, there is a major problem with
the hull as the rivets no longer have any heads.

The 100 rpm engines cannot be heard inside. You have to walk outside to see the orders have been complied with.
Portwey can immediately change direction, but this would not be good for the vessel. There are two telegraphs one
for each engine. The steering engine is 100 years old and is fitted to assist with the very heavy wheel.

The hull is very clean with few Barnacles after being in the dock for so long.

The Portwey has recently had to be moved from the dock opposite the Museum because the work for Crossrail
means that the dock will be emptied. This is not good news for the Trust as it is now in a quieter area of the docks
and unlikely to have as many visitors. Prognosis for the future is “dodgy” with costs rising so.
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